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Directions: There are four passages in this Part. Each Passage is

followed by some questions or unfinished statements. For each of

them there are four choices marked A, B, C, D. You should decide

on the best choice and mark the corresponding letter on the Auswer

Sheet with a single line through the center. Passage l Questions l to 5

are based on the following passage: What will man be like in the

future - in 5000 or even 50000 years from now? We can only make a

guess, of course, but we can be sure that he will be different from

what he is today. For man is slowly changing all the time. Let us take

an obvious example. Man, even five hundred years ago, was shorter

than he is today. Now, on average, men are about three inches taller.

Five hundred years is a relatively short period of time, so we may

assume that man will continue to grow taller. Again, in the modem

world we use our brains a great deal. Even so, we still make use of

only about 20% of the brain’s capacity. As time goes on, however,

we shall have to use our brains more and more, and eventually we



shall need larger ones. This is likely to bring about a physical change

tool the head, in particular the forehead, will grow larger. Nowadays

our eyes are in constant use. In fact, we use them so much that very

often they become weaker and we have to wear glasses. But over very

long period of time it is likely that man’s eyes will grow stronger.

On the other hand, we tend to make less use of our arms and legs.

These, as a result, are likely to grow weaker. At the same time,

however, our fingers will grow more sensitive because they are used a

great deal in modern life. But what about hair? It will probably

disappear from the body altogether in course of time because it does

not serve a useful purpose any longer.In the future,then,both sexes

are likely to be bald. Perhaps all this gives the impression that future

man will not be a very attractive creature to look at . This may well be

true. All the same,in spite of all these changes, future man will still

have a lot in common with us. He will still be a human being, with

thoughts and emotions similar to our own. 1. The passage tells us

about________. [A]how man’s life will be in the future [B]how

future man will look like [C]the fact that man’s organs will

function differently in the future [D]the fact that man is growing

uglier as time passes 2. There is evidence that man is

changing______. [A]man has been growing taller over the past 500

years [B]man has got stronger eyes than he ever had [C]man’s hair

is getting thinner and thinner [D]man’s limbs are getting weaker

because he tends to make less use of them 3. Man’s forehead will

grow larger because______. [A]he will use of only about 20% of the

brain’s capacity [B]the other 80% of his brain will grow in due time



[C]he had rather narrow forehead a few hundred years ago [D]he

will have to use his brain more and more as time goes on 4. Future

man will probably_______. [A]have smaller eyes [B]see better

[C]have larger eyes [D]gave to wear better glasses 5. The reason for

believing that future man will be different is that he_______. [A]is

always [B]hopes for a change [C]never stops changing [D]will live a

different life Passage 2 Questions 6 to 1O are based on the following

passage: People all over the world today are beginning to hear and

learn more and more about the problem of pollution. Pollution is

caused either by man’s release of completely new and often

artificial (人造)substances into the environment, or by releasing

grealy increased amounts of a natural substance (物质), such as oil

from oil tankers into the sea. Whatever its underlying reasons, there

is no doubt that much of the pollution caused could be controlled if

only companies, individuals and governments would make more

efforts. In the home there is an obvious need to control litter and

waste. Food comes wrapped up there or four times in paekages that

all have to be disposed of. drinks are increasingly sold in bottles or

tins which cannot be reused. This not only causes a litter problem,

but also is a great waste of resources, in termsof glass, metal and

paper.Adverising has helped this process by persuading many of us

no only to buy thing we neither want nor need, but also to throw

away much of what we do buy. Pollution and waste combine to be a

problem everyone can help to solve by cutting out unnecessary

buying,excess use and careless disposal (处理) of the products we

use in our daily lives. 6. The main cause of pollution is______.



[A]the release of artificial or natural substances into the environment

[B]the production of new industrial goods [C]increased amounts of

a natural substance [D]our ever-increasing population 7. Much of

the pollution could be controlled if only______. [A]people would

pay more attention to the problem [B]governments would take

effective measures [C]all sides concerned would make more efforts

[D]farmers would use less artificial fertilizers 8. Food packages,

bottles and tins for drinks can cause______. [A]air and water

pollution [B]both a litter problem and a waste of resources [C]to pay

for the service [D]to produce the receipt 100Test 下载频道开通，
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